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Fact Sheet  

1st URBAN NATION BIENNIAL 

ROBOTS AND RELICS: UN-MANNED 
 
 
 
Opening   Friday, September 13, 2019, 8 p.m. 
 
Title ROBOTS AND RELICS: UN-MANNED  
 

 
Duration   From September 13 to 15, 2019 

Friday, September 13, 2019, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.  
Saturday, September 14, 2019, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.  
Sunday, September 15, 2019, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Admission is free. 

 
Location U-Bahn high line in front of the  

URBAN NATION MUSEUM  
 FOR URBAN CONTEMPORARY ART 

Bülowstraße 7 
10783 Berlin 

 
Urban Contemporary  
Art Biennial The 1st URBAN NATION Biennial transforms the space under the 

U-Bahn high line on Bülowstraße into a time capsule encapsulating 
the origins and the future of cities. The walk-through, more than  
one-hundred-meter-long work of art consists of installations, inter-
active sculptures, participatory actions for children and adults as 
well as live performances by 27 artists of international acclaim. Cu-
rated by URBAN NATION director Yasha Young, the biennial pre-
sents positions that create awareness of the community’s power 
and lets the visitors glimpse a form of coexistence which looks to-
wards the future. The artworks take their cue from the 17 goals of 
sustainability laid down by the United Nations, turning our minds to 
the global issues, which affect the future of us all. 
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Participating 
artists  Coderch & Malavia (Spain), Cryptik (USA), Dan Rawlings (Great 

Britain), Dima Rebus (Russia), Ekow Nimako (Canada), Filthy 
Luker (Great Britain), Frédérique Morrel (France), Gehard Demetz 
(Italy), HERAKUT (Germany), INTI (Chile), Julien de Casabianca 
(France), Louis Masai (Great Britain), Millennium FX (Great Britain), 
NeSpoon (Poland), Nomad Clan (Great Britain), Quintessenz 
(Germany), Rune Guneriussen (Norway), Sandra Chevrier (Cana-
da), Theater ANU (Germany), Vermibus (Spain) 

 

 
 
URBAN NATION  Website  http://urban-nation.com/ 

Facebook          https://www.facebook.com/urbannationberlin/ 
Twitter  @URBANNATIONBLN 
Instagram @urbannation_berlin 

 
     

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
	 	

About URBAN NATION MUSEUM FOR URBAN CONTEMPORARY ART  

URBAN NATION is an international instution for artists and projects. Since September 16, 2017, it sets new 
standards in the cultural landscape of Berlin. URBAN NATION rethinks the classical concept of a museum, 
refusing to restrict itself to the museum space: works in public space are an important part of the 
curatorial approach. Interactive workshops and new pedagogic formats provide new momentum for future 
urban living. At the core is the support of young artists working in Contemporary Urban Art. Since 2013 
URBAN NATION invites both local and international artists as well as curators to Berlin under the leitmotif 
"Connect. Create. Care." Here, they are asked to shape urban spaces. An inspirational exchange between 
established and emerging creatives is a by-product of this process. The URBAN NATION MUSEUM is a site 
for exchange and encounters but at the same time it is an archive. URBAN NATION is anchored in the 
charitable foundation Stiftung Berliner Leben. 
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W H A T  I F … ?   
The first biennial of the URBAN NATION museum open up urban space for utopias, 

asks questions about the future of urban living and demonstrates the urgency of 

more sustainable reasoning.  
 

From September 13 to 15, 2019, the first URBAN NATION Biennale “ROBOTS AND RELICS: UN-
MANNED” transforms the space under the U-Bahn high line at Bülowstraße into a time capsule encap-
sulating both the origins and the distant future of cities. Curated by URBAN NATION director Yasha 
Young, a cooperation with 27 renowned artists has resulted in a unique, walk-in work of art of more 
than 100 meters in length. 
 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 

 

 
 

 
View of the art mile. Visitors are able to make plenty of discoveries across a variety of landscapes.  
Visualization: Studio TK (publication free of charge). 
 
In a Gesamtkunstwerk or total work of art a multitude of scenarios range from a ruined city to unpopu-
lated natural spaces, such as forests, seas, jungles or deserts. Installations, interactive sculptures and 
live performances afford the visitors a glimpse of diverse worlds while challenging every last one of 
their senses. The artworks take their cue from the 17 goals of sustainable development formulated by 
the United Nations. 

What if? 
 
Headline questions of the “what if”-variety guide the visitors through the exhibition, clustering and con-
necting positions and artistic ideas. The biennial demonstrates once again the potential of Urban Art as 
a catalyst for highly relevant contemporary debates. Issues surrounding climate protection and future 
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societies become visible and demand reflection. The various sites of the artworks bridge the past and 
scenarios of the future. They carry us off into barren deserts with relics of human existence, colorfully 
patterned animals in overgrown areas as well as spherical light worlds. All the artworks at the UN bi-
ennial intend to raise awareness of community’s power, to inform us about the status quo of societal 
and ecological issues and campaign for sustainability. 
 
Different cultural perspectives  
 
Works by 27 artists of different backgrounds present a plethora of perspectives: the works of the Ca-
nadian Ekow Nimako are inspired by the mythology of Ghana and the wisdom of West African folk 
traditions. He translates these into installations made from Lego bricks. Also from Canada hails the 
illustrator and painter Sandra Chevrier, whose main subject matter is the female body and its coloniza-
tion by societal stereotypes. Filthy Luker from Great Britain post their comment on contemporary 
themes by way of larger than life-sized, inflatable sculptures directly into urban space: enormous ten-
tacles sprout from the windows of the museum building. The German duo HERAKUT lay down a light 
marker in dark places with its interactive installation, highlighting art’s potential to inspire societal 
change. The Chilean artist INTI, in turn, addresses the metaphysical while his warm color tones are 
unmistakably informed by Latin American influences. 
 
Art mile and neighborhood festival  
 
On the occasion of its 100th anniversary Gewobag presents the first URBAN NATION Biennial, creat-
ing art experiences in the context of a neighborhood festival. All anniversary activities take place under 
the motto “Zukunft hat Raum” (future has space), instigating encounters and connecting people in their 
city. 
 
Curated by Yasha Young, Urban Art shows where it comes from: the street. Accessibility to the cov-
ered art mile is unhampered. Admission is free. Local stores and restaurants support the biennial, 
offering food and drink to visitors at reduced prices. Children and adults are invited to marvel at the art 
mile. The smallest children can run riot; the water area asks everyone to immerse themselves, while in 
the jungle the artistically designed wreckage of an airplane waits to be discovered. A Community Wall 
is set to inspire visitors to express their own vision of our common future: feel free to make a drawing. 
 
The URBAN NATION Museum is the lighthouse project of Stiftung Berliner Leben, a foundation of 
Gewobag. Based in Berlin, the museum is part of a global network supporting an innovative Urban Art 
Community. Artists have shown their work in the house since 2017. They exchange ideas among 
themselves as well as with the neighborhood and are inspired by creative Schöneberg. 
 
On the occasion of the biennial a magazine will be published for the first time that serves as a guide to 
the exhibition and marks thematic focal points. 
 
Project M/15 – URBAN NATION x Moniker CULTURE – SONORO  
 
Moreover, URBAN NATION, in partnership with Moniker CULTURE, presents works by 2 Alas at the 
URBAN NATION production office in Bülowstraße 7. The concentrated, singular position of the artistic 
duo from Miami juxtaposes wall-sized black-and-white portraits and geometrical abstractions. The 
installation addresses the social and the environmental crisis, forcing the viewers to reflect on their 
ramifications and consequences. The main material employed in the artistic works of 2 Alas is moss – 
which also shows man’s continuous intervention into nature. The opening will take place on September 
13 from 6 p.m. Admission is free.  
 

 
 
 
 
 



	

URBAN NATION Biennale 2019 “ROBOTS AND RELICS: UN-MANNED” 
 
Venue: Under the U-Bahn high line at URBAN NATION MUSEUM FOR URBAN CONTEMPORARY ART  
Bülowstraße 7, 10783 Berlin  
Open: 
September 13, 2019: 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.  
September 14, 2019: 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
September 15, 2019: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Free admission 
 

If you are interested to conduct interviews with the artists and Yasha Young, please get in touch  
under pr@urban-nation.com. Free image material is available under https://urban-nation.com/press/. 
 
Follow URBAN NATION on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook  
 
Media partners  

 
 
 

  

About URBAN NATION MUSEUM FOR URBAN CONTEMPORARY ART  
URBAN NATION is an international instution for artists and projects. Since September 16, 2017, it sets new 
standards in the cultural landscape of Berlin. URBAN NATION rethinks the classical concept of a museum, refusing 
to restrict its sphere of activity and influence to the museum space: works in public space are an important part of 
the curatorial approach. Interactive workshops and new pedagogic formats generate momentum for future urban 
living. Our focus lies firmly on supporting young artists working in Contemporary Urban Art, among other things in 
an artist-in-residence program. Under the leitmotif "Connect. Create. Care." URBAN NATION invites both local and 
international artists as well as curators to Berlin in order to shape urban spaces. An inspirational exchange between 
established and emerging creatives is a result of this process. The URBAN NATION MUSEUM is a place to meet and 
discuss, but at the same time it is an archive. URBAN NATION is part of the charitable foundation Stiftung Berliner 
Leben. 
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A R T I S T  B I O G R A P H I E S   
 
Coderch & Malavia  

Spanish artists Joan Coderch and Javier Malavia have collaborated since 2015, quickly gaining worldwide 
acclaim. In dialogue, they search for a common artistic expression to create works that lie between day-
dreaming and realism. Their figurative bronze sculptures tell of various outlooks on life. Coderch attended art 
school in Barcelona, graduating in 1984. Malavia was a student at Saint Charles School of Fine Arts in Va-
lencia until 1993. Both currently live and work in Valencia.  
 
Cryptik 

Cryptik, a Los Angeles-based artist, creates works of art that explore the realm of spirituality, consciousness 
and our connection to the divine. The intricate, almost trance-like works reflect his profound interest in diverse 
philosophies and traditions of ancient wisdom, conveying a deeper perspective on some of life’s most exis-
tential questions. He is best known for his signature style of calligraphy. His is a language of universality; a 
singular human script. Cryptik’s works constitute a journey into the origins of language itself, describing a 
time long ago when language was handed down to humankind from the “gods” as the Mother tongue. Cryptik 
lives in Los Angeles. 
 
Dan Rawlings 

The British artist Dan Rawlings is driven by his fascination with nature and its resilience. Free from limitations 
in his artistic technique, he creates visions of worlds in which human intervention slowly heals and nature 
reappears. Rawlings often works with metal, light and a plasma cutter. He lives in Gloucestershire, UK. 
 
Dima Rebus 

The Russian artist Dima Rebus lives and works in Moscow (Russia), New York and Baltimore (US). His 
works, mainly produced in watercolors, float between reality and surrealism. In his paintings, he often deals 
with disturbing situations, combining them with provocative titles, and thus gets right to the heart of the times 
in which we live. Rebus studied graphic design at the Moscow Institute of Arts and Industry. He then studied 
at the Institute of Contemporary Art, also in Moscow. 
 
Ekow Nimako  

The works and installations of Lego bricks by the Canadian Ekow Nimako are inspired by his Ghanaian 
roots. He makes worlds somewhere between mythology, fantasy and alternative, African civilizations. 
His capacity to redefine forms enables his artworks to overcome the material limits of the iconic toy 
blocks. Nimako studied fine arts at York University. He lives and works in Toronto, Canada. 
 
Filthy Luker 

Luke Egan and Pete Hamilton, also known as the street art duo Filthy Luker & Pedro Estrellas, have been 
creating inflatable works of art for public spaces for 23 years now. The autodidactic “tailors of the bizarre” 
have cut and sewn their way to recognition within the international street art scene. The spectrum of their 
inflatable sculptures imbues their Pop-up- Art with the power to change the face of a city in mere minutes. 
Wherever it is shown, their internationally acclaimed “Tentacle Attack” attracts curious minds who want to 
witness this epic urban takeover. 
 
 

 

 



	

	

 

Frédérique Morrel  

The French artist Frédérique Morrel was horrified to discover that when her grandmother died, all of her 
handicrafts were thrown away. Since then, she has been pursuing the idea of bringing her grandmother’s 
works back to life in order to revive the passion that was inherent in them. In the process, she has developed 
a completely new artistic concept that “decycles” unnoticed and unvalued pop artifacts, thus helping them 
make the transition to a new life cycle. 
 
Gehard Demetz  

With his impressive skills as a traditional carver, the Italian artist Gehard Demetz creates delicate sculptures. 
His signature style is skilfull tackling of very rough surfaces and structures, which are subsequently polished 
to a high gloss.  
 
HERAKUT 

HERAKUT is the stylistic symbiosis of the artists Hera and Akut, who have been fighting for a more humane 
world with their works since 2004. Their murals combine painting with a typography typical of graffiti, laying 
down markers of life and thought in the darkest corners of the city. HERAKUT believes that art is communica-
tion and that it has the potential to change societies. Consequently, their contribution is informed by their 
humane approach to let art speak for itself. 
 
INTI  

INTI was born in Valparaiso, Chile. His works are strongly influenced by the lively chaos of Chilean cities – 
Latin American music, unbureaucratic urban planning and colorful street life. Through graffiti INTI developed 
the diversity of his current artistic practice, which involves of canvases, large murals and sculptures. His 
works often deal with themes such as life, death and religion. They are always a testament to Latin American 
culture, which finds expression (among other things) in his use of warm colors. 
 
Julien de Casabianca  

Julien de Casabianca is French-Corsican artist and filmmaker. For over 20 years, he has been a member of 
artist collectives, such as 59 Rivoli and the Laboratoire de la Création, which he founded and which is today 
supported by the City of Paris. The street as urban habitat plays a central role in all of his works. 

 
Louis Masai  

In his paintings, sculptures, installations and murals, the London artist Louis Masai addresses the biological 
diversity of our planet and questions the relationship between civilization and wilderness. Masai is a graduate 
of the renowned Falmouth School of Art and a member of the 2018 URBAN NATION artist residency pro-
gram “Fresh A.I.R.” 
 
Millennium FX  

Millennium FX is a multiple-award-winning UK studio led by Neill Gorton and Rob Mayor, which works with 
the best designers, artists and engineers to create animatronic special effects. Countless film and television 
productions have relied on Millennium FX’s expertise and products. Countless movie and TV productions 
profit from the expertise and products of Millennium FX, among others “Saving Private Ryan,” “Gravity” and 
“Frankenstein.” Animatronics is the intertwining of art and technology. For the UN biennial Millennium FX 
present a machine-like, interactive sculpture that demonstrates the current cutting edge of integrative tech-
nology.  
 
 

 

 

 



	

	

 

NeSpoon 

The Polish artist NeSpoon was artist in residence at URBAN NATION Museum in 2018. Her art practice 
ranges from street art, ceramics, painting and sculpture to jewelry. Her intention is to create works that emit a 
positive influence on the viewers. However they are also comments on social and political subjects. Most of 
her works are based on traditional lace patterns. Why lace? NeSpoon recognizes an aesthetic code here that 
is deeply rooted in every culture.  
 
“In every piece of lace I see symmetry, a certain order and harmony. Isn’t that what we all instinctively strive 
for?” 
 
Nomad Clan 

Nomad Clan is considered “one of the best female Street art duos.” The English artists Cbloxx (Joy 
Gilleard) and AYLO (Hayley Garner) produce oversized, often mystically melancholic murals. Their 
works always contain a relation to the urban environment in which they are found, about local history 
and about the unique features and challenges of specific places and societies. 
 
Quintessenz  

Quintessenz is the duo formed by the artists Thomas Granseuer and Tomislav Topic, who live in Hannover 
and Berlin. Their works deal with space in painting, film and installation art. On the one hand, they thrive on 
the forms of architecture at the site of the events and, on the other, actively intervene in them. Spatial installa-
tions made of multicolored fabric panels are just as much a part of their repertoire as façade-sized murals. 
Their color schemes are not only design attributes of their work; rather, Quintessenz elevates the different 
colors to be the content of their abstract works. 
 
Rune Guneriussen  

The Norwegian artist Rune Guneriussen has been working at the intersection between installation art and 
photography since 2005. His conceptual artworks are highly site-specific, and often staged in nature. The 
intensive work on his large-scale installations awakened his artistic DNA, says Guneriussen. He believes that 
art should never be limited, but is meant to always raise questions. Nor is he concerned with dictating what 
people should think about a work. His works merely provide clues as to how a story might be read. 
 
Sandra Chevrier  

Sandra Chevrier is a Canadian Urban Pop Artist best-known for her captivating portraits of women in the 
series “The Cages”. She lures the viewer into a comic-strip-like world with masterfully detailed portraiture, 
oscillating between reality and imagination, truth and deception. This also reveals their fragility, their strug-
gles, triumphs and defeats. The focus thus lies on the social norms that put primarily women in cages of 
narrow identities. 
 
“It was the end of the world, the end of all living things. Or the beginning of something new? It’s hard to tell, 
nothing would ever be the same. Traces of the past could be found. Hopes and dreams are lost. Humans 
were waiting for superheroes to save them. But they realized too late that they were the ones with the power, 
they could make a change. They were the poison and they were the cure.” 
 

Theater ANU  

Theater ANU reconquers urban spaces with a performance specifically staged for the URBAN NATION Bien-
nial. In its own distinctive interpretation of the performing art form, the Berlin troupe seeks to address the 
reconciliation of humanity with its environment. In combination with the installation “poetic worlds” are being 
created that open up space “for atmosphere and beauty, time and deceleration, encounter and sustainability.” 
 
 

 



	

	

Vermibus 

The Spanish artist Vermibus has been active as an adbuster for many years. His works are protesting against 
the beauty ideal proclaimed by advertising and perverted to perfection with Photoshop. He removes advertis-
ing posters, transforms the images in his studio using chemicals and then puts them back up in the same 
place again. 
 
“What was the most decadent failure of humankind?”. “It would probably be when a society protects the op-
pressor and goes against the people who fight to change the system to a better one. Advertising is key for the 
consumerist society, and I believe drastically limiting advertising would reduce consumption, which would 
significantly improve the main problems, currently facing us in particular climate change. That’s one of the 
reasons why my work fights against advertising in public spaces. At first sight we see a broken advertisment, 
but when we look closer we can find an intervention. With this artwork, I attempt to reflect on the phenome-
non of when a society goes against people who are trying to address the problem and instead protect the 
cause of that problem.” 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

About URBAN NATION MUSEUM FOR URBAN CONTEMPORARY ART  
URBAN NATION is an international instution for artists and projects. Since September 16, 2017, it sets new 
standards in the cultural landscape of Berlin. URBAN NATION rethinks the classical concept of a museum, refusing 
to restrict its sphere of activity and influence to the museum space: works in public space are an important part of 
the curatorial approach. Interactive workshops and new pedagogic formats generate momentum for future urban 
living. Our focus lies firmly on supporting young artists working in Contemporary Urban Art, among other things in 
an artist-in-residence program. Under the leitmotif "Connect. Create. Care." URBAN NATION invites both local and 
international artists as well as curators to Berlin in order to shape urban spaces. An inspirational exchange between 
established and emerging creatives is a result of this process. The URBAN NATION MUSEUM is a place to meet and 
discuss, but at the same time it is an archive. URBAN NATION is part of the charitable foundation Stiftung Berliner 
Leben. 

	


